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About This Game

Can you escape the Dreamcage?

Are you ready to solve puzzles and crack codes in this new and innovative room escape game?

A strange world full of different cages, each one trapping a miniature world inside. Beautiful and magical, but creepy and
captivating at the same time! You find yourself inside Cage 28 with no idea of what's going on.

The Giant Caretaker, that was looking after the cages, seems to be long gone and everything is falling apart. Find a way out, or
risk being locked inside forever!

If you think you have what it takes to escape all those rooms go on and download this escape game!

Features:
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- Unique setting and ambiance, unlike any other escape game.
- Complete, functioning world imagined inside a claustrophobic birdcage.

- 15 beautiful rooms to explore!
- Dozens of challenging quests and original puzzles!

- An escape game you will remember!
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Title: Dreamcage Escape
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Big Loop Studios
Publisher:
Big Loop Studios
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Cool game
Just try it guyz. Use Cheat Engine to get orbs if you really are staring at this. Don't get scammed. (This was given to me from the
Deluxe). Really good game, nice gameplay just like in Mega Man... I dont think is hard, is fun and the player can make infinite
jumps is like a jetpack, oh wait is really a jetpack, awesome :)

9/10. Bears Can't Drift is a local multiplayer game, that's based on a smiliar concept of crash team racing, which allows you to
play up to 4 players split screen on your monitor. Be aware, this game supports controllers and keyboard by pressing Q.

The game it self is interesting and has a fun concept with it Bear idea. The whole game is beautiful of it's use of UE4 engine. On
the bad hand, you cannot change your resolution for your highest,

While driving around, you have 3 flags of game types which is, Lab's for the best time, Labs for beating everyone with weapons
to be nr.1, and collecting all food in baskets. While using weapons, you can max collect 2 weapons or boosts to fight your
enemies. For some etc, you have speedboost, shield, traps, rockets, which you cannot shoot backwards. The maps have traps and
secret ways to get through so you also get in first line.

The drifting part is a little bit strange because of the high amount of speed boost you get by using it. In the beginning i didn't
even used it, and thought "Why is it even here?". So far it's positive effect is do get first in line quicker.

So, if you are missing Crash team Racing, and need a cuter style with bears local with 4 friends split screen on your machine,
then this game is for you.

Here is a demo: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2oIBIiMDIXU. Unfortunately, DW2 takes a step down in quality
compared to its predecessor -- this, I suspect, is largely due to the switch away from Scratches-esque point-and-click style to a
fully 3d engine. Everything just looks and feels a little wonky (and occasionally buggy). Worst of all, the world is too soft
around the edges and lacking in detail compared to DW1... I just didn't feel as immersed in the environments despite the
increased freedom to explore. This lack of visual subtlety seemingly leads to a similar lack of subtlely in the story and characters
(e.g. in DW1, Howard is understandably shocked by every strange thing that occurs; in DW2, Howard is carrying a living
homunculus in his pocket for most of the game and barely bats an eyelid). And while the inclusion of more characters in the
world was ambitious, the more prominently featured conversation system is clumsy at best and occasionally broken.

DW2 does do one thing more effectively than the first outing: the flow of the game and its puzzles seemed much smoother and
more intuitive... I never felt stuck simply because I had no idea what Howard was supposed to be trying to do (as sometimes
happened to me in DW1).

If you played and enjoyed Darkness Within 1, I can recommend Darkness Within 2 simply by virtue of the resolution it (sort of)
provides to the storyline and the healthy dose of Lovecraftiness. If you haven't played or didn't enjoy DW1, however, you
should consider avoiding DW2.
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I got a free key from the devs in november, deleted the game from my account and bought it so my review could count in the
review score.

This game is one if not the best multiplayer game for VR thanks to 2 things :

1) Movement

The movement system feels a lot like the one from Climbey but better. Once you understand how it works it's incredibly precise
and rewarding. Throwing yourself across the map with the "muscle up" card and using the grappling hook midair to get behind
an unsuspecting enemy with your "skirmisher gun" is an amazing thing to do. I've spent 30 minutes, just swinging myself around
the map, being amazed at how fast you begin to master the movement system.
Incredible on this aspect and very unique.

2)The Cards

Once again, a cool unique feature. You build a deck of 20 cards when you're in the main menu, during the match these cards
appear on your arm and you use them by throwing them on the ground.

Cards are divided in 4 categories :
-Offense = Weapons (burst rifle, almost OS rifle, dual shoulder mounted miniguns, homing rockets etc...)
-Buffs = Shields, get tiny or big, be super strong, reduce gravity for you only etc...
-Utility = Flying dragon, create a wall to take cover, create a black hole etc...
-Movement = cool stuff like grappling hooks, gravity vortexes, jetpacks, wings to fly like a bird etc...

When you start the round you have 6 cards on your left arm. When you cast one of them it adds time to a timer on your right
wrist. When that timer reaches 0 your hand is"refilled". Some cards add more time than others. If you want to you can discard a
card (it adds only 2 secs to the timer).

The card system makes it so that you can have plenty of different gaming styles in one match.
One second you're using the skirmisher to take out somebody from behind, the next second you're launching rockets from the
sky thanks to your handmounted jetpack.

Basically this systems ensures that you're never getting bored.

Now here come the few cons :
-only 2 maps atm
-supertiny playerbase (but it's as friendly as it's tiny !)
-it's not hideous, but it's not beautiful (however I feel like the devs really found a nice artstyle with the second map)

Some minor pros :
-judging from the second map they have some really good level design skills
-The devs have a discord (https:\/\/discord.gg\/M8w4bTR) and they really listen to you, if you've got a problem, they'll get it
fixed asap and if you've got an idea it has a good chance of being added to the game.

Tldr : Buy this game, make your friends buy it, join the discord and help this game become the VR GOTY 2018 !. Not worth 5
EUR. Simple game and boring after few minutes.. really good. Fly through the cosmos, shoot down vicious robots and try
desperately not to die in Humans Must Answer!

http://80pgaming.com/content/2014/1/20/humans-must-answer-review. interesting game ..
I like this game and i like its idea ..
And i hope to release story mod soon. As a big fan of couch co-op games, I was excited to try a new entrant to the field.

Although the game still has a few rough edges and it feels like there's not quite enough mechanics-wise to warrant $20 (feels
more like a $15 game to me), my friends and I found the game to be quite novel and a fun way to spend an evening. In a world
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full of games focused on violence, it's truly refreshing to see a game like this. If you like co-op games and / or space games, this
really is a must-buy!. Definitely worth it. It adds a new searching mechanic, that fits very well within the game. It gives more to
do during freeplay as well. The calls I've heard so far are high quality and engaging. A welcome addition to the base game.. Very
good time killer. when I just want to veg and shoot some stuff.. This is excellent point and click adventure and should be
enjoyable to those who love these kind of games.
The puzzles mostly involve manipuation of object and various combinations between them.They fall a bit on the hard side but
they are very rewarding.
The graphics are excellent and the locations that you visit are variable with only the animations of the characters lacking but that
is not a significant problem.
For those of us not having english as our native language there are a few words (technical terms and objects ) that you may have
to look up.
I also want to praise the voice over (for the most part ) and especiallly the protagonist.
Last but not least for my is the sense of calm and dreamy atmosphere that you acquire by playing this game (excellent after a
hard day at the work.
Very highly recommended for the absurdly low price (0.99) that i got it
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